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Review

ad hoc networks

I definition

I applications

I history
I routing

I AODV

I OLSR

I energy, clustering, security
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scalability – 100’s of nodes
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partition network into clusters (clusterheads)

(minimum dominating set)



Adaptive Backoff
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common pattern: adaptive backoff

Adaptive Backoff
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broadcast beacon (hello)
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select “random” backoff time
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backoff time biased for (e.g.) number of

neighbors



Adaptive Backoff
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node chooses self as clusterhead

broadcast clusterhead announcement

Adaptive Backoff
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small set of clusterheads
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synchronous process



Backbone
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minimum connected dominating set

various approximations

Hierarchical protocols

improve scalability

I limit number of nodes that participate

in routing

inter-cluster routing between clusterheads

I cluster members located “at”

clusterhead

simple intra-cluster routing

Power saving
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use custerheads for forwarding and buffering

for sleeping nodes

Evaluating protocols

So...you have a protocol



Evaluating protocols

So...you have a protocol

How well does it work?

Evaluating protocols

good experiment:

I validation

I variety of conditions

I repeatability

I statistical validity (many trials)

I practical (cost, logistics, etc)

Evaluating protocols

good experiment:

I validation

I variety of conditions

I repeatability

I statistical validity (many trials)

I practical (cost, logistics, etc)

live experiments are difficult

Simulation

practical way to study performance
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I realism
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I experimental design

Simulation

practical way to study performance ...but

many issues

I realism

I validation

I experimental design

simulation environments: ns-2,

omnet++/INET, OPNET

Simulation

wireless communication model

topology

mobility model



Simulation

wireless communication model

I propagation extremely complex

topology

mobility model

Simulation

wireless communication model

I propagation extremely complex

topology

I uniform distribution not realistic

mobility model

Simulation

wireless communication model

I propagation extremely complex

topology

I uniform distribution not realistic

mobility model

I parameterized models (“more mobility”)

Lies, lies, lies!
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a very poor representation of a wireless

network!



Wireless communication

signal strength decreases exponentially with

distance

Pr ∝ Pid
−α
ij for 2 ≤ α ≤ 4
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Wireless communication

signal strength decreases exponentially with

distance

Pr ∝ Pid
−α
ij for 2 ≤ α ≤ 4

capture: SNIR > ψth

so...it’s easy to predict e.g. link failure...

well, no



Wireless communication

variation in link quality over multiple

time/distance scales

I flat fading

I fast fading

I slow fading (shadowing)

physical obstacles and tunnels

Wireless communication

variation in link quality over multiple

time/distance scales

I flat fading

I fast fading

I slow fading (shadowing)

physical obstacles and tunnels

significant variation over relatively small

changes in position

Topology

characterize and parameterize topology

I number of nodes

I density of nodes (connectivity)

I shape of field (mean path length)

I node distribution (uniform vs

non-uniform)
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terrain



Topology

characterize and parameterize topology

I number of nodes
I density of nodes (connectivity)
I shape of field (mean path length)
I node distribution (uniform vs

non-uniform)

variation in node density due to scenario,

terrain

evaluating protocols that adapt to node

density?

Mobility Models

generate statistically large number of

simulation scenarios

characterize and parameterize mobility

patterns

example:

I random waypoint mobility

I “manhattan” mobility

I group mobility

Random Waypoint Mobility

each node selects a (i.i.d.) destination point

each node selects a (i.i.d.) speed over

[1..vmax ]

moves to destination point

waits at destination point for pause time
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Random Waypoint Mobility

each node selects a (i.i.d.) destination point

each node selects a (i.i.d.) speed over

[1..vmax ]

moves to destination point

waits at destination point for pause time

doesn’t work!

nodes end up slow and crowded in the

center...

realistic (scenario-based) models (UU)

Healthy skepticism

Simulations are necessary...

Paper: On the accuracy of MANET

simulators

I broadcast flooding in 4 different

simulators...

Paper: MANET simulation studies: The

Incredibles

I literature survey

...but so is healthy skepticism

Experiments

relatively few experiments

I difficult logistically

APE testbed (UU)

I installation + configuration

I scripting of movement and traffic

scenarios

I data gathering and analysis



Experimental results

...often less promising than simulation results

Experimental results

...often less promising than simulation results

I performance usually less good

I complex cross-layer interactions, e.g.

TCP

I difficult to understand what is

happening

Mesh Networking

ad hoc network

gatewaygateway

provide Internet connectivity via shared

gateways

Addressing

nodes need unique addresses

Internet:

I local assignment automatic (DHCP)

I global assignment hierarchical

Ad hoc:

I distributed agreement protoblem

I partition and merge

I assignments may not be unique after

merge



Addressing

requirements

I strong DAD

I weak DAD

approaches

I decentralized

I leader-based

I weak/best-effort

Strong DAD

impossible given unbounded transmission

delay

Strong DAD

decentralized

I randomly select address (192.168)

I flood address VREQ through network

I ACK or NACK (depending on protocol)

I requires group membership (networkID)

examples: ManetConf, AAA

Strong DAD

impossible given unbounded transmission

delay



Strong DAD

leadership based

I elect a leader (AA)

I leader validates addresses

I leader maintains group membership

(networkID)

examples: DACP, DAAD

Best effort

Prophet address assignment

I random number generator

detect duplicate addresses (weak DAD)

I use unique (i.e. MAC) addresses for

routing

use routing protocol (passive DAD)

I maintain unique addresses within 2-hops

I examine link-state routing tables

Network connectivity

ad hoc network

gatewaygateway

routing and addressing problems

Network connectivity

ad hoc network

gatewaygateway

which addresses are ad hoc vs external?

must be maintained at each node



Gateway

192.168.3.4

gateway

130.234.*

192.168.30.40

ad hoc network

130.234.1.20

130.234.1.2

gateway

default route vs tunnelling

Gateway

192.168.3.4

gateway

130.234.*

192.168.30.40

ad hoc network

130.234.1.20

130.234.1.2

gateway

route aggregation, but more fragile

Gateway

193.130.1.2


gateway

130.234.*

18.87.*

CN
internet

193.130.*

gateway

home agent
mobile IP

foreign agent
mobile IP

ad hoc network
192.168.3.4?

192.168.30.40
130.234.1.20

gateway

gateway

mobileIP tunnelling

Routable addresses

192.168.3.4

gateway

ad hoc network

130.234.*

18.87.*

192.168.30.40

gateway

gateway

gateway

multiple (non-cooperating) gateways

merging networks



Topology control

change xmit power to control number of

neighbors

I control node density

I increase bandwidth (simultaneous xmits)

I reduce transmit energy (slightly)

I increase path length

I complexity at MAC layer

Topology control

simultaneous transmissions, longer routes

Topology control

low power RTS/CTS not sufficient

“quiet” nodes can’t protect their

transmissions

Broadcast Flooding

14?

2 hops
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2 hops

14?

14?

simultaneous re-broadcast → collisions

redundancy



Broadcast Flooding

jitter timing of retransmissions

expanding ring search (limit distance)

probabilistic rebroadcast

preferentially rebroadcast

strong signal (good route)

weak signal (good coverage)

location aided (limit area)

superbroadcast (multiple backup routes)


